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Sara McGuirk

Under the New Regime, We Buy Conventional Oats

we make lists 
& forget them. nothing 

coated for the tongue goes down
easily or at all. I unclog the drain 

with baking soda & vinegar. get drunk 
on black currant & wake needing someone 

who isn’t there. people continue to fall 
for the things that make them feel less 

like a letdown. nothing you believe in 
will undo this. water is leaking 

out through the ceiling. soon 
the bathtub will fall through 

the ceiling & into the kitchen. 
soon, what is sweet will fall 

to a sickle or a scythe. & every 
single bullet on the list 

of what you believe in 
will fail to make you feel this 
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any less. even the angels let 
the drops fall & fall alongside 

them; wake to what isn’t 
ever coming back. wake 

& want what isn’t saccharine 
or feathered or blushing anymore. 
 
what was sacred fizzled out & fell
through the ceiling of its ages. 

you make a list & let it waste. 
& on a whim, you steal away with
 
the good china, the sturdy chair,  
each lifeless heirloom in the making.

dream the future of an errant myth
for your someday-disbeliever. 

what will go to waste will waste 
away with itself like need does. 

if there is a life, there will be 
something emptied, something
  
spun out in the wreck. there is a
patron saint you can pray to for this. 

there is a well-made brochure. 
there is the remnant of a shrine. 
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there is a pleasure in the prospect
of prayer as an effort toward awakening.

this is a waking where the sleepers find 
they’ve dreamt the dream of loss 

& woke to losing still. there is
a pocket-watch that’s 

stuck at two to midnight & it’s still 
right twice around the setting sun. 

there is a doomsday spot we’ve 
told our loves we’d go to 

if they’d go too if 
we ever made it out.

if ever we’d both outlast  
the end  of this regime.  

 
there in the kitchen, there is a bucket 
waiting. there is a dampness in things. 
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KrisTine ong MusliM

Day of the Builders

THis HappeneD long beFore THe iniTial signs oF siCKness FroM THe 
outsiders rippled across my village. You should understand by 
now how my people were easy prey because most of us were 
trusting, greedy for finery, and readily distracted by new things 
or any semblance of finesse.

Being the only one in my village who could converse 
in the language of the Builders, I helped catalyze what the 
learned ones called modernity. I met the Builders at the gates 
that day. Oblivious to the sweltering heat, one of the Builders 
took pictures of the towering natural rock formation we used 
as a landmark and general lookout post. There was nothing 
significant about the typical karst formation, except that 
according to one of the Builders, it indicated how the area used 
to be an ocean floor.

That’s fascinating, I said. And I meant it. I found it remarkable 
how one could deduce that from a rock formation.

Their leader introduced himself by first giving his title. 
Doctor, he said, but of a different kind, not the doctor who heals. 
He had a white and unnaturally even set of teeth. He appeared 
sincere when he smiled. He also offered his hand to me, a 
gesture I found unnerving. His hands were clean, the nails 
neatly trimmed, while I had not washed my hands and there was 
encrusted dirt under my fingernails. He did not flinch when I 
clasped his proffered hand. Or he may have willed himself not to 
cringe.

I showed the Builders around the village. They oohed 
at the fossilized tree trunks near the lake. They aahed at the 
marvelously pronounced stratified layers of rock and earth 
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exposed by years of weathering. It is obvious to me and to 
the elders, however, that the Builders seemed unexpectedly at 
ease, as if they already knew their way around the village. For 
example, they weren’t surprised, nor even pretended to act 
surprised, when I led them to the Pit of Hell—a natural hole in 
the rocky village’s access to the underworld.

That’s natural gas, the doctor who claimed to be the type 
who could not heal said with no hint of emotion. In the face of 
such fiery display and overpowering smell of rot, he explained 
stolidly, It must have ignited at some point. And since the area is 

incredibly rich in natural gas, the fires never died out. That foul odor 

you’re smelling—that’s sulfur.
Devonian shale over here, a middle-aged man wearing 

eyeglasses exclaimed. I did not understand until much later 
the significance of his discovery. You won’t believe what I found 

in the gates alone, another whispered. He was close, so I heard 
him perfectly. Dickinsonia costata, intact and perfectly preserved. 

They must have thought to shelter it from the elements because they 

believe the markings have either divine or magical origins. To prevent 

damage, I think we should superglue it in situ and foam-wrap the rest.
Another Builder conferred with his companion. What do you 

think of this, Greg? Does it look like a fossilized fern of some sort?

I don’t think so. It looks like good old dendrite to me. See those 

fissures across the rock? But take some samples just to be sure.

All the while, I marveled at their clean-looking clothes, their 
neatly trimmed nails, their short hair. Like many people in my 
village, I was used to being disheveled, with no care to whether I 
wore ill-fitting clothes or hadn’t combed my hair. I looked at the 
woman carrying electronic gear, and I felt shame. I felt ugly.

Looking back to that fateful day, I could vouch with my 
life how they came in peace, with their proper manners, their 
familiarity of our ways. They must have studied us without us 
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knowing. They knew not to look us directly in the eye because 
that would be misconstrued as a sign of aggression. They did 
not walk ahead of us because we would have interpreted it as 
a form of belittling. And the fact that they were studying the 
surroundings with a clinical eye while deciding where to begin 
their construction told me that although they definitely wanted 
something from us, we could also get something from them 
in return—an understanding of our natural world through 
their educated eyes, perhaps. I thought that would benefit my 
people. That was why I convinced everyone that they should 
be allowed to stay. They should be allowed to stay even if I 
smelled the sickness coming off their perspiration. Oh, it was 
unmistakable—the stench of sickness from outsiders.

They brought out their odd-looking tripods, informed me it 
was for surveying the landscape. They also brandished whirring 
metal detectors. Two of them began the process of positioning 
on the ground what I recognized as the titanium struts of 
portable tents. 

They then explained what they could do for the village. 
We will build a hospital and a school, the Doctor said. And 

highways so you can reach civilization. You could build a tourism base, 

too. You could sell things to tourists, perform magic shows for them, 

whatever you want. We would build factories, so you could make more 

things faster. Then pumps to siphon underground water, so you need 

not rely on unsafe and exposed well water. Then plumbing systems. 

Then dams. We could also have a chemical plant somewhere on the 

plain east of the canyons. The chemical plant will front the fields of 

lavender. We’ll have our well-trained plant operators manning that 

part of the project.

The doctor, the one who does not purport to heal, went on 
and on. I was swayed.

I looked out to the fields and the valley we tilled for crops, 
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imagining how they would teem in the hands of the Builders. 
The rough beasts of summer languished among the trees, their 
horns silvery in the dwindling afternoon sunlight. From afar, 
the forest loomed. All these would soon change, I thought. In my 
mind, I saw rain against macadam. I saw the feet of my people 
no longer barefoot and filthy against the ground. Soon, there 
would be no such thing as out there.

That night, I explained to the village elders that once we 
let the Builders touch us, the dissolution of everything we 
believed in, everything we were, would begin. I gave them 
the consequences in black and white. I knew they understood 
without me having to lay it out for them. They smelled the 
lingering sickness of the outsiders, too, caught a whiff of the 
outsider’s breath, caught a glimpse of their shapely hands—the 
type of hands that could destroy as well as create. 

What was surprising was how ferociously the elders had 
argued. Some of them were in favor of the Builders staying in 
our village to do what they came here to do. Maybe the elders 
thought it was all up to them to decide whether or not to 
welcome the outsiders. Or maybe it was the desire to still have 
some control that led them to discuss things as though they still 
had a choice. I did not think we could make the Builders leave 
even if we wanted to. If it came to that, the Builders had ways 
and possessed things they could use to defend themselves if we 
tried to forcibly drive them away.

So, the Builders ended up staying. Most of the terms were 
fair and were made transparent to us. What remained unspoken 
that night was the fact that we just could not make them leave, 
diplomatically or otherwise.
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The next day, one of the Builders had an accident while climbing 
the hand-and-foot trail on the rockface. The belay mechanism 
failed, and there was nothing else to break her fall.

The Builders took a day off after the tragedy. I spied on 
them, pretended to look at their blueprints and what they called 
tomographic readings, pretended to understand their need for 
taking measurements and recording data. What I was really 
curious about was how they grieved. I had been taught to believe 
that one could only truly grasp what binds a group of people by 
observing how they mourned their dead. And the Builders—oh, 
they were beautiful in their desolation in this alien territory, in 
their shared grief.

I noticed one man crying silently outside the air-conditioned 
tent where the Builders housed their electronic equipment. I 
was told he was the dead woman’s brother, and he worked as the 
group’s computer technician.

In retrospect, I realize how arousing pity can be wielded as 
a weapon. But at the time, observing the dead woman’s brother 
agonizing over his profound sense of loss made me want to help 
the Builders in their mission. I remember snapshots of world 
history while I was schooled by outsiders many years ago. I 
remember how the swarthy Catherine de’ Medici, even through 
the atrocities that followed her reign, charmed her people 
because they somehow felt sorry for her. They imagined their 
Queen looking into that hole in the floor to the bedchamber her 
husband shared with Diane de Poitiers. They imagined their 
Queen in her desperation when she resorted to drinking copious 
amounts of mule’s urine because she thought it would help her 
conceive an heir to the throne. Yes, the ability to incite pity 
could be compelling in so many ways.
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On the third day, the Builders resumed their work. And when 
they did, the Doctor generously explained to us, with me 
doing all the translating, the spectacular location of our village. 
He had slides projected on the wall of the darkened tent. He 
described, one by one, what they knew of my people, why they 
came here, and how their research here could simultaneously 
change paleontology and anthropology. Some of the elders were 
impressed. Some were scared and intimidated. Only two of them 
protested violently, lashing out and whisking aside what looked 
to be telecommunications equipment.

Tiago, one of the elders who adamantly refused to give 
the Builders access to his home, looked at me and said in our 
language, Flesh is dry. Flesh is parched. Flesh is forever flawed and 

unwilling to hide telltale marks of abuse. Join me. There is only so 

much that we can carry. These Builders don’t belong here. The boils 

will appear behind their necks. The boils will grow right under their 

skin. Their descendants will carry the mark...
It was the Curse of Ridika, god of pestilence. My people 

knew what it could do when recited in full by an enraged elder. 
To prevent him from finishing, one of the elders approached 
him from the back and tackled him to the ground. It took the 
whole night for the rest of the elders to calm Tiago down.

Three days later, two children had succumbed to the 
sickness exuded by the Builders. They just did not wake up. 
There were small boils along the length of their arms. There 
was also the telltale odor of putrescence on the young bodies 
that had only died a few hours before. My people and I washed 
and wrapped the bodies of our dead children, prayed, and 
carried them to be buried beyond the valley. The rough beasts of 
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summer looked on as we buried our dead.
It was only the beginning. Around sixteen more of my 

people fell ill and died. Tiago was the first of the dissenting 
elders to die. Only the ones who had nothing against the 
Builders were immune to the sickness. We survived. We 
assimilated.

It did not take long for us to cease looking disheveled, to 
look buffed and polished and well-mannered. Slowly, my people 
learned the language of the outsiders. Next would come learning 
their arts, their sciences, their ways of looking at the world. 
When we met each others’ eyes, we no longer considered it an 
act of aggression. And when the Builders walked ahead of us, we 
no longer considered it to be belittling.

Time passed, and the valley was now a bustling metropolis. An 
atrium enclosed by a glass dome filtering UV rays served as the 
Builders’ command center. I worked with them now, on their 
payroll, as a sort of emissary, a token intermediary. I was well 
compensated for performing easy tasks.

At the entrance to the Builders’ command center was a 
translation of the first of our nine sacred stones. The Builders 
must have found it quite important to commemorate what was 
written on the first sacred stone, the one that chronicled our 
beginnings. Now written in the language of the Builders, the 
story of my people was etched in a large metal plate. It said,

Do you see now what has become of us? When 

you first found us, we were swarthy and inelegantly 

intact—our horns and hides bristling in place, our 

hooves not yet scored and bloodied by a hundred 
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different splinters, our quiet manifold darkness 

tucked away from sight. That was before an iron-

laden rock roughly a mile in diameter decimated the 

area of the tropical forest we called home. 

The blast razed the trees, turned them into 

supplicants that brooded as they circled the periphery 

of the crash site, now a dumb and faceless crater 

lake cupping algae-ridden water. What once were 

trees became stunted wooden figures bending toward 

the direction of the crater, as if they ended up 

worshipping whatever it was that had killed most of 

them. And if you look at the not-quite-trees closely 

enough, you might notice how they twitch and flinch 

and rustle their phantom branches bearing phantom 

leaves—all these subtle motions taking place even in 

the absence of wind.

Some of us died. The ones that survived were 

those that could mimic what passed for dead. The 

ones that flourished were those that resembled 

the rough beasts of summer—the restless and the 

languorous, the reckless and the selfish, those with 

tough hides allowing for elevated thresholds of pain. 

They entered the cities and mingled with the two-

legged ones, the ones that learned long ago to stop 

walking on all fours, to covet ever so strongly what 

others have, to always take more than what was 

needed.

The remaining elders were made comfortable, of course. 
The Builders made sure of that while they razed the valley and 
relentlessly carved the first layer of an open-pit mine at the 
edge of what was once the forest sheltering the rough beasts 
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of summer. With butlers, chefs, and health care professionals 
at their beck and call, the elders were each provided with well-
furnished, temperature-regulated quarters in the residential 
skyrise. They occupied the ones on the west side, the ones 
sporting the widest balconies and walls laden with a dizzying 
ladder array of hydroponics-grown vegetables—an addition I 
suggested because I knew it would please my people.

The balcony railings were gilded and glared harshly under 
the sun. I made a mental note to have those replaced with 
wrought iron railing as soon as possible.

I read yesterday how the Builders wrote about us in the 
history books. The books were lavishly illustrated, complete 
with systematically labeled interior plates. The different areas of 
the valley were assigned as Grid 1, Grid 2, and so on. They even 
gave new names to my people’s magic charms. The Builders 
called them many such names, the likes of archeocyathids, 
trypanites, edrioasteroids, and petroxestes—all under the chapter 
entitled Fossils.
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CaiTlynn MarTinez-MCWHorTer

Missing Persona

NOTE: The following essay, much like its author, requires 
additional assembly.

Step 1: Cut pages from collection along top scissor line
Step 2: Fold stack of paper along the solid line so this page 
remains on the exterior
Step 3: Staple booklet together on “x” symbols
Step 4: Cut along interior scissor lines
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The majority of my adolescence was spent pretending to be people I 
was not, beyond the simple make-believe of other children. I was a 
child actor cast in television and radio commercials, as well as bit parts 
on television shows quite regularly from the ages of three to eleven. 
I became a card-carrying member of SAG and AFTRA before I was 
enrolled in preschool and spent hours in hair and make-up chairs 
where women with too much lipstick attempted to make me look like 
someone else, scraping the dirt from beneath my fingernails, covering 
up scraped knees, and attempting to coax my fuzzy hair into barrettes. 
I quickly learned: It was not okay to be myself.  

Publications of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s unfinished novel, The Last Tycoon, 
include his personal notes, intended for later chapters of the novel. 
He died before these took shape into anything more than notes. Among 
them is one I’ve always found particularly haunting.  “Hollywood child. 
The little hard face of a successful street walker on a jumping-jack’s 
body, the clear cultured whine of the voice.”  The fragment is 
disembodied, alone among unrelated text, and one does not know 
what Fitzgerald’s intention for it might have been.  These words do 
not know what they were supposed to become

In an old home movie, my mother, brother, and I are carving pumpkins 
in our dimly lit kitchen. My brother and I, two and three years old 
respectively, sit atop the table alongside pumpkins and bowls. My 
mother asks me to sing songs to entertain us, while my brother tries 
to reach for sharp knives and throws dishes on the floor. Later, we 
discuss Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood. I ask my mother, “Is it real?” She 
says, “Yes, Mister Rogers is real, not like Winnie the Pooh who is a 
cartoon.” In my limited three-year-old vocabulary, I try to rephrase 
my question which she has not answered. Yes, “He is real, but is it 
real?” She does not seem to understand. What I can see myself struggling 
with is the difference between what is real and scripted. A few months 
earlier I’d appeared in my first commercial, which forever upset my 
concept of reality.  

20
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Perhaps, subconsciously, I am bitter and angry. Maybe I hold my 
parents responsible for the void I feel in my post-performance life. 
My mother begins to cry when I try to discuss those eight years of our 
early life together, spent so often in the car on our way to or from 
auditions and shoots. She says she wishes she could go back in time 
and never make that first phone call and never send off those initial 
headshots. She expresses guilt, but how could she have known?  It was 
all for me—to give me more—to make me more. “Maybe you would 
have been happy,” she says, dreaming up a second take.  

While some schools of psychology believe our personalities are ever-
changing throughout our lives, others have theorized that our 
personalities are fully developed by the time we reach the age of seven. 
Upon my own seventh birthday, the majority of my life (four out of 
seven years) had been spent frequently pretending to be someone else. 
Some psychologists would argue that frequent “pretending” helps 
children develop empathy and the ability to adapt in future varied 
social settings. This might all be true, and I would very much like it 
to be, but they neglect to mention what effects this frequent role-playing 
might also have on one’s development of self. 

I am scared that all I am made of is separate segments of fabrication. 
I fear that when I pull back the layers, nothing real will be at the core. 
Is a fabricated self a real self, and how does one know what is real? 
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I plummeted into a state of severe depression in middle school. This 
was also the same time at which I “aged out,” which is to say that I was 
no longer what casting directors were looking for. “Sex sells,” but 
puberty makes people uncomfortable. Although much of my sadness 
at the time could have been triggered by hormonal changes and 
hereditary predispositions, I cannot help but link it to the end of my 
acting career.

I played Jennifer, a missing child on an episode of the television show 
Missing Persons, when I was five years old. Her parents and the police 
spend the entire thirty minutes looking for me. She was just stuck in 
a bell tower all along—whole and unharmed. At the end of the episode, 
I am seen hugging and kissing her parents. The fluctuation between 
pronouns is no accident. Where do I end and the missing girl begin? 
At times I feel like the parents of a missing child; it has been over two 
decades, but I have not given up the hope that she is still out there (or 
in here?), and that I will find her, even if all that remains are a few 
disembodied pieces I can attempt to stitch together like Frankenstein’s 
monster.

In “Twelve Sidelong Glances,” Georges Perec describes an advertisement 
containing three child models with “devastatingly childlike looks.” He 
explores the multiple levels of reality, which were later expounded 
upon by fellow member of OuLiPo, Italo Calvino. Perec describes “the 
level of advertising mythology as well as…the level of what one could 
suppose to be reality (their existences as advertising models, the role 
they were being made to play, the role they played to themselves, the 
pyramid of psychological and financial investment of which they were 
simultaneously the objects and the means).” Levels of my reality: The 
“I” who writes; the “I” who acted; the projection of self of the “I” who 
acted; the character(s) being played; the projection by the character(s) 
of self or of whom they dream of being; back to the “I” who writes 
who has been shaped by all those listed before. 
4
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Despite years of practice, rejection is something that one never gets 
used to. Look-sees were the most traumatic. At a look-see, talent of a 
similar type were given numbers and lined up shoulder-to- shoulder. 
We were asked to put the tips of our toes on a line made of masking 
tape on the polished concrete floor. Several adults with clipboards 
walked up the line, taking notes on each individual. After they completed 
the line, a shorter list of numbers was read out loud. Those numbers 
were asked to stay for another round, usually involving a closer look, 
and the rest were asked to leave. If I was chosen but didn’t want to go 
through with a job, there was always another little girl in the waiting 
room. I was disposable, just like my photos, which were peeled from 
the walls of my talent agency’s offices and placed in the trash bins once 
I’d aged out.

I catch myself performing in everyday life. How would this look on 

camera? I wonder. I try to convince myself that I have no audience at 
the supermarket, the bus stop, the line at the coffee shop, but I perform 
anyway. I assemble the pieces of a persona. Who does this woman need 

to be in this moment? What is her motivation? I sometimes wonder if all 
children feel objectified, like a prop moved from place to place, take 
to take. Sometimes I become aware of myself, as though I’m watching 
from another place in the room. I realize I’ve grown to view myself 
as an object. 

A list of nine fabricated items I encountered on sets:
1. Fake blood that feels and looks like red cherry Jell-O. 2. A man with 
a dryer sheet to adjust a Barbie doll’s hair between takes.   3. Rocks 
made from chunks of painted foam. 4. A cereal bowl filled with 
marshmallow fluff instead of milk with individually placed cereal flakes 
for the best depiction of the product. 5. Steam machines under trays 
of cold food that have been sprayed with clear paint and glue to appear 
juicy. 6. Fake arms that end just past the elbow and are used to push 
a shopping cart in which I sit. 7. A van being towed by a truck for 
accurate street views out the back and side windows. 8. A Post-it note 
attached to fishing line to make it “fall” off of a wall. 9. A mouthpiece 
one four-year-old girl with dyed blonde hair wears called a “flipper” 
that hides her missing baby teeth.
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The world of a child actor is one littered with contradictions. At home, 
I was taught to never undress in front of strangers and to never go 
anywhere with strangers. I was told that I was too young to swear, 
too young to kiss, and that school was important. Then, in my other 
reality, I missed school frequently to attend shoots. My first kiss (though 
on the cheek) was filmed, as was the first time I said the word “fuck” 
out loud, because both were written in scripts. I followed strangers 
into empty rooms for auditions without my parents and let the strangers 
who played my families touch me, pick me up, hug me, and even kiss 
me. At shoots I had to strip down to my underwear over and over 
again in a room full of strangers during wardrobe where they argued 
over what I should wear. I was made to believe the rules of acting 
superseded the rules of home.

At auditions, my mother would write my name on a piece of paper 
with a permanent marker—thick, black, loopy words, twenty-seven 
characters, written hastily across the white surface. This was what we 
used for “slating” in the casting rooms. Slates were a few seconds of 
film to identify an actor by name before their audition, before their 
name was taken away. Different casting directors asked that different 
things be done with these pieces of paper after each slate.  “Crumple 
it up into a ball and throw it at the camera,” one would say, or “rip it 
up into tiny pieces and throw it up in the air like confetti.” Hundreds 
of “slates” met their demise inside those rooms. The casting directors 
asked for the destruction of this paper and with it, all it had symbolized. 
What a seemingly innocent mode of self-destruction. 

At times I feel like all of that happened to a different person. It is hard 
to remember, and much of what I do remember is the earlier act of 
remembering, viewed at a distance, separate from my child-self. 
Sometimes people ask about it, and I notice myself getting anxious 
and uncomfortable. How do you explain a time to someone that the 
“you” in front of them didn’t experience? How can you answer questions 
about the way a different you, or no you at all, felt in those moments? 
Perhaps we all feel splintered, like we project a different version of 
ourselves in our multiple stages of life. Yet, I somehow feel like I’m 
frequently uncovering layers that are not familiar or uncovering blank 
layers that must be reimagined.
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 zaCH poWers

A Manual for Making Butterflies

you Don’T WanT To inJure THe baby, JusT MaKe buTTerFlies. THe 
minimum safe height is six feet. A fall of any less may result in only 
partial butterfly conversion, and in the worst cases, no butterflies 
at all, only a contused, mewling infant. The baby’s wail, the antithesis 
of the silent flap of butterfly wings, can ruin the whole endeavor. 
One cannot perform butterfly genesis in such a noisy environment. 
You have to wait for the baby to be silent before trying again. And 
as we all know, a damaged baby can sometimes take hours to finally 
quiet down.

Beginning practitioners of butterfly genesis often make the 
mistake of gripping the baby by its legs. While the legs do provide 
comfortably cushioned grips, this limits the drop to a head-first 
orientation. Head drops (referred to in the literature as cranially 
oriented events) cause two problems:

1. The giant, admittedly majestic butterflies that burst forth 
from the head are too giant for their own good. After only seconds 
most of them will die from organ failure, and the rest rarely have 
a lifespan of longer than a few minutes.

2. The unequal distribution of the impact means that the baby’s 
inferior portions receive a shock of lesser force, resulting in either 
incomplete conversion of the baby, leaving a pair of bootied feet, 
or in the worst case, the creation of moth swarms, which have been 
known, in laboratory settings, to completely decimate closets-full 
of white coats.

In cranially oriented events, the baby’s torso does in fact create 
a not insignificant batch of healthy butterflies, but this method is, 
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simply, wasteful, and contributes in large part to the arguments of 
certain butterfly genesis opponents, who cannot seem to get over 
the idea of leftover baby feet.

The preferred grip technique is not a grip at all. Hold the baby 
before you, small of the back in the palm of one hand and buttocks 
in the other, as if you were offering hors d’oeuvres on a platter to 
a guest at a party. This will orient the baby so that it lands flat on 
its back, evenly distributing the force of the impact throughout the 
entire body. When paired with a practiced release (see below), this 
grip ensures a batch of butterflies large enough to populate a whole 
meadow. For droppers shorter than 168 centimeters, you will 
probably need a step stool or small ladder to raise the baby to the 
necessary height when using posterior drop vector, as this technique 
is called in the literature.

Grip is only one of the two essential components for successful 
butterfly genesis. To achieve optimum drop conditions, the release 
must also prevent pitch or roll during the baby’s descent. Proper 
release technique takes practice, as the slightest variance in pressure 
between the dropper’s two hands can significantly skew the baby’s 
orientation, even during those brief moments of freefall. New lab 
technicians are required to practice with loaves of bread for several 
months before they are trusted with so much as a kitten (see 
Mueller’s brilliant essay on the ethics of leg-binding in feline 
experimentation in The New England Journal of Medicine, Vvol. 
371, Nno. 27). Mechanical drop devices have proven ineffectual, 
as babies squirm in such a way that the most complex algorithms 
cannot predict, nor are the most advanced computers able to 
compensate for this movement. Buried deep in the human brain, 
however, there seems to be an innate understanding of babies’ 
seemingly random vellications. Until a suitable mechanical means 
is developed, direct human contact will continue to be required.

Double-blind studies with both mothers and fathers have shown 
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no significant variance in drop effectuality based on sex, each parent 
following the same bell curves of quantitative (number of butterflies) 
and qualitative (butterfly lifespan) outcomes. Further studies of 
non-normative parental roles are pending.

Most successful practitioners of butterfly genesis use what has 
been nicknamed the “maestro technique,” in which both hand are 
simultaneously lowered and drawn apart as quickly as possible, a 
motion not unlike an orchestra conductor on the third beat of a 
four-beat measure. A clean drop is almost artful, a thing of peculiar 
beauty, and many laboratories now recruit musicians and painters, 
of which very few seem to have actual employment. In a recent 
interview with her local newspaper, a jazz guitarist-cum-genesis 
technician states, “Beauty comes from dissonance, when tension is 
released. The same goes for dropping babies.” While “dropping 
babies” is a phrase absent from the accepted literature, the jazz 
musician’s sentiment is sound.

Let us now assume that you have cradled and dropped many 
loaves of bread, and having mastered the “platter grip” and “maestro 
technique,” your loaves always fall square on the bottom with a 
satisfying oomph. Gather your baby, making sure to remove all 
swaddling. There is nothing worse than a blanket full of trapped 
butterflies, frantically flapping their wings until they are creased 
and broken, and the sound they make, that sound is like paper 
scraping on stone. It is the sound of one’s very nerves grating away. 
Unswaddle your baby. Practice your grip several times without 
releasing. If you feel any hesitation whatsoever, know that it is 
natural. It is as natural to want a baby and not butterflies as it is to 
want butterflies and not a baby. Let the hesitation pass, and then 
release. The fall is short. Just six feet. The height of an adult. Think 
of how quickly you can lie down, and the fall is even quicker. Impact. 
The powdery scent of baby is replaced with the buggy scent of 
butterflies. The butterflies spread like a slow firework, a 



quick-blossoming tree. We recommend a sunny day to take full 
effect of the iridescent wings.
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pHilip sCHaeFer

First, Cut Off The Trigger Finger

Then create a new language for horse 
mouths and the cauldron
of burning rose 

petals and the singular moment
between loving someone 
and not. Give 

             the pigeon woman a warm home. If glass
             blown in Catalina tastes like kaffir 
             lime, let it dissolve 
into a river of stinging nettles. 
Who doesn’t want to give 
emptiness a vessel 

to climb into? Who isn’t better off still 
a little hungry, a pinch 
of hip skin 

exposed by winter lamplight? The world 
is nothing but moth antennae 
probing for the bruised 

nipples of missing planets. 
Something opening 
like bone 

because in this country we take femurs 
from blind neighbors and kiss 
them apart

with the million knives of our guns, automatic
justice defined by curling one index 
into a cursive C 
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until the rest of the alphabet 
shreds into confetti 
blood. Here 

is my water pump heart, silent 
as dialysis, dripping 
halogen.

Hear me plead guilty. Do anything 
you want to it. Pick up 
your loudest fork.
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brooKe ranDel

A Moment of Waste

“We’Ve really Done iT noW, My loVe,” niKo saiD, seTTling His arM 
over his wife’s shoulders.

“We really have,” Hanna beamed. 
In front of them lay their latest invention, unnamed like 

the rest. Names, Niko reasoned, were time-consuming, a total 
waste. This new creation, a modified 3D printer made from 
recycled parts, could create a dinner plate in nearly any size. 
More importantly, it could clean a used plate, reduce it to its raw 
material and completely re-make it—fresh! clean!—in under 10 
seconds. 8.67 seconds, technically. The Bergstroms even figured 
out how to configure their cabinets so the machine’s robotic arm 
could put away clean dishes noiselessly. 

“Think of all the time this’ll save us,” Hanna said. “No more 
cleaning dishes, loading them, unloading them. All that time, it’s 
ours again.” 

Niko smiled at his wife. Her hair hung stick-straight to her 
shoulders, curling only around her ears. 

“The only problem,” he began, “is that preparing food is still 
such a process. We have to manually slice and dice and sauté…”

“And boil and broil…”
“And roast and roll and all those menial tasks that could 

easily be outsourced.”
“Easily!” Hanna’s favorite part of a good idea was always the 

beginning.
Niko squared himself to his wife of ten years. “But if we 

fixed that, we could save all that time.”
“Here’s to better things.” Hanna lifted an imaginary glass and 

air-toasted her husband.
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After six months of toil, the Bergstroms had their entire kitchen 
and dining area automated. They had a bot for food prep and 
sanitation, another assigned to cooking and baking, two devices 
dedicated to setting tables (handling placemats turned out to be 
a royal mess, what with the flopping and folding and inevitable 
fumbling) and of course their unnamed dish-printing-and-put-
ting-away machine (which could now handle glasses and flat-
ware, too). 

Hanna finished QA-testing the bots while Niko screwed in 
the final panels onto the table-setting devices. 

“We’ve really done it now, my love.”
Hanna slung herself into an empty chair, even though a 

machine could’ve easily moved it for her. “We really have.”
Niko smiled and sighed. They were only twenty when they 

married, only thirty now. He wondered when they’d stop being 
“only” any such age. People had told him it was a mistake to 
marry so young, but that was the most confident day of his life. 
Hanna was unlike anyone he’d ever known, himself excluded. 
She was brilliant, restlessly so, and they connected on multiple 
planes. In fact, Niko had drawn a graph of all these planes, not-
ing the mathematical formulas he used to support his hypothesis 
of compatibility, from the one knee of his proposal.

“Now that the kitchen and dining room are automated, don’t 
you think we should upgrade the rest of the house too?”

“Don’t forget about the garage,” Hanna added, “I can never 
find anything in there.”

“Once we fix it all up, we’ll be perfectly efficient. Not a 
moment of waste.” 

“In the meantime, we can outsource the shopping, yardwork 
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and regular maintenance. I’ve been meaning to take care of that.”
Niko grabbed his tablet and started drawing a loose 

blueprint. “I love you, my dear.”
Hanna already had her nose in a book on information 

systems. “And I you.”
They blew kisses in the air, albeit in the wrong directions

For the next ten years, Niko and Hanna spent every free 
moment working. They went to work, worked, came home, 
worked. Niko committed himself to creating an internal operat-
ing system on which every object they owned could share data. 
Their toothbrushes could analyze deficits in their nutritional 
intake and coordinate with the fridge to adjust the grocery order 
for the week. Their closets could reorganize based on climate 
assessments taken from the garden. 

Meanwhile, Hanna built transformable wall units that 
functioned as robotic assistants. They lined every room, 
serving as a voice-activated system for accomplishing nearly any 
task. They could anticipate, simulate, indicate, elevate, distillate, 
syncopate, eliminate, even insulate for high-quality sound and a 
lower carbon footprint. 

Every feature they could think of was thought of and 
installed until there was nothing more to need, want or dream 
up. They were only forty when they finished. The sun had just 
stepped above the horizon.

“Two glasses. Champagne,” Hanna ordered.
A panel slid open within the smart wall to reveal a minibar. 

A chilled bottle of champagne rolled out from the right side. On 
the left, a series of magnets rearranged themselves to place two 
glasses upright before uncorking and pouring the wine. 
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“Marvelous work,” Niko said. “You know how I hate 
opening bottles.”

“How could I forget all those times we drank wine with cork 
floating around like orange pulp?”

The two laughed. The last bottle of wine they shared was 
over a decade ago.

“To saving time.”
“Cheers,” Hanna said and the two drank. 
Niko sidled up to his wife, kissed her shoulder. “Maybe we 

should follow our celebration with a massage?”
“I like how you think, Mr. Bergstrom.”
Niko called the massage bots. They crawled up both their 

backs and began kneading their necks, shoulders, upper arms. 
“Oh my,” Hanna moaned. “This is so much more efficient.”
“Right? We can both get a massage at the same time and you 

can’t spill any lotion on the carpet.”
“I almost forgot about that! The stain took forever to get 

out.”
“It looked like a little Texas.”
As the massage bots finished, Hanna plopped down on the 

sofa. It was black, the color of all their furniture, chosen for its 
ability to effectively store energy and mask the potential 
markings of wear. Niko joined her, stroking her arm. 

“What time is it?” Hanna asked.
“7:05 am,” the smart wall responded. 
She set her head on her husband’s shoulder. “We have so 

much Saturday left,” she smiled. 
“So much.” 
“The house can run itself. I already have both bathrooms set 

to auto-clean.”
Niko nodded. “We have the whole day.”
“No, love.” She twisted around. “We have our whole lives. 
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Time’s all ours now. We’re taken care of. We can do whatever 
we want, we can do what really matters.”

Hanna laid her head against Niko’s leg. She traced the 
contours of his knee and thought about how this was the same 
knee she traced back when she was only twenty—and yet, not 
the same knee either. It was squarer or hairier or something. She 
had been less confident on their wedding day than he was, but 
when she saw his shining face, she didn’t hesitate. He was the 
only one to draw her in like that, one magnet pulling another. 
He was full of ideas as a boy, even more full as a man. 

“I’m so scared,” he whispered. 
“What was that?” Hanna said. “I think I need to install a 

silencer function within the wall. The humming’s a bit much.”
Niko smoothed his wife’s stick-straight hair. “You’re so 

dear.”
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ryDer Collins

morning after the morning after the morning

these are words my sister knows: tower, hair, down, rampion

these are words she does not know: porcelain, polyester, 
refrigerator, ottoman, vacuum cleaner, 

motorcycle, laptop, desktop, facebook, twitter

my sister’s hair eats words up

she has been locked away so long

she sings nonsense to me

she whispers warnings like, oleo margarine

warnings like, cloth diapers

warnings like, egg cups & cheese cloths

she knows nothing of pundits, birth control, GOP, corporate 
oligarchy

she doesn’t know portmanteaus like fauxminist or frenemy

she’s never carried a canoe or forded a river. every day she sees 
the same scene. it is bucolic. 

there’s a cow. there’s a farmer. there are young broken men 
heaped in piles around the bottom of 

her tower

she and Gothel watch the sunrise sometimes. they never talk & 
they don’t drink tea.
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The Boardinghouse for Poets    

THe sHiny, sliCK boarDingHouse For poeTs sTanDs eigHT sTories 
tall, although its eminence may derive more from feeling than 
math; even if only the bottom floor exhibits any sign of 
inhabitations, even though floors two through eight have not 
yet technically been built, even if our entire building is 
essentially one echoing empty frame, we the poets believe it 
stands eight stories high, and the force of our believing makes it 
so. We know its height because we’ve explored all eight stately 
stories of The Hauptmann Hotel and Suites standing across the 
street, and the building looks as tall as our venerable structure. 
In truth, the Hauptman’s castellated roof sets it fifteen castellated 
feet above the Boardinghouse for Poets, but we abide by no rules 
save our own powers of guesstimating. “We are bigger in spirit 
than them by far,” we will say, eating plums cold as we scribble 
on scrolls the particulars of our next invasion.

At 7:15, eighty-four residents of the Boardinghouse for Poets 
wake in a twist upon our cots and cast eyes upward towards 
the missing seven floors above, the vacuum that it is our daily 
imaginative burden to fill. Each morning, we must announce 
our poetical imaginings aloud or the Boardinghouse for Poets 
Sustenance System will not feed us, the dumbwaiters won’t 
deploy from the canopied zone of cables, and eighty-four poets 
will suffer a long, lugubrious day without a balanced meal. The 
diabolical designs of the Boardinghouse ensure the steady 
production of poetry from all its residents, regardless of inclina-
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tion, mood, or even health. 
We speak:
“An exercise mat for sun-motes…” 
“A loft dwelling for upper-crust pigeons…”
“A Parade Float Le Corbusier…” 
“A meditation center for the atmosphere…”
“You said that already.”
“I said that already.”
“But you made it new.”  
“Basil, did you make it new?”
“You’re darn tootin’; now point me to the knave who stole 

my meerschaum.” 
“All I see is the mail-order version of the empyrean, a con-

crete heaven for the secular set.” 
“Fine alliteration at the end there, Cassandra.”
“Yes, and the image—delectably obtuse.”
Gears course and cables clang in affirmation of Cassandra’s 

poetical stylings, and after the dumbwaiters drop the salad bowls 
down we grab our sterling spoons and eat.

“Mmmm, tempeh today.” 
“It’s Tempeh Tuesday every Tuesday, you fool.” 

After breakfast, we poets love nothing more than to exeunt the 
Boardinghouse, cross the clangorous street, and visit the 
Hauptmann Hotel and Suites: how we cherish the polished 
drawl the Hauptmann’s gilt revolving doors make greeting us; 
what joy it brings to move beyond the door’s misted glass and 
enter a lobby hot with the suspecting sneers of bellboys, 
corridors fragrant with carted cleansers and the sodium-
dusted travel-smells of distinguished lodgers. But an animus 
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has developed between the Boardinghouse for the Poets and 
the Hauptmann Inn and Suites, and though we shirk bourgeois 
mores, smirk at Kantian morals, stomp over propriety with the 
clown shoes of Fancy, we get that we’re at fault, that our conduct 
is plainly terrible. See us panhandling in heroic couplets at the 
semi-circle for valet parking; mark as we rifle through lobby 
magazines, decrying the trapped language, stabbing out good 
words, and throwing the little lettered excisions in storm drains 
in the hopes that streams will carry them seaward to freedom. 
Though plotless in our poeticizing, ours are carefully-
structured capers: hopped up on the jazziest available poesy, we 
will stalk the front desk, snatch internal memos that chart cor-
porate events, and then, upon returning suited for the part, in-
filtrate the Hauptmann Conference Room, guzzle down coffees, 
chipmunk our cheeks with muffins, and load bagels and cream 
cheeses into suitcases specially lined for the smuggling of bagels. 
Such is the extent of our pilfering that now the 
Hauptmann Management Team think it a good day when a 
conference can get underway without the eternally-harried Day 
Manager having to wrest the mic from the speaker and then, as 
his jowly face ripples and his lumpen nose colors with the beet 
juice of rage, scream for violence against the aesthete groups 
fleeing the table. “You Goddamn Poets! Stop taking our food! 
Dash them, people! Strafe those versifiers! Break their clever 
inky fingers! We’re citizens! Titans of Industry! Avenge us!” The 
Day Manager’s ire has a peculiar froth to it, connected, no doubt, 
to his central role in two works by Boardinghouse Poets: Ariel 
Lazlo Stub’s poignant Thirteen Ways of Looking at Your 
Blackberry Muffin and Parsifal Preston Hart’s sterling 
autobiographical sonnet sequence, The Hart Is a Lobby Haunter. 
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At dinner time, wearied with autumnal feelings, dizzied with 
the emotional plunge from élan to ennui, and slumped with the 
exertions of drizzling water upon their succulents, we unfold the 
cafeteria tables and gather ourselves for supper. 

“I’m thinking of a poet.”
“Is it a man?”
“He was.”
“Transitioned?”
“Died.”
 “So…he’s a dead man, then?”
“Personally, I’d count him among the immortals.”
“But certainly…pulseless.” 
“The pulselessness has been well-established.”
“Yes, can it Basil. We’ll have no more of your yammering on 

spiritual deaths.”
“Did he happen to write famously about animals?”
“Yes he did, Cassandra.”
“Cassandra, this has really been your day.”
“John Clare, that badger guy?”
“Nope. Earlier.” 
 “Thomas Gray, writing of a drowned cat, ‘Demurest of the 

tabby kind.’” 
“Excellent, Cassandra. You’re having quite a week.”   

       

Midnight and the poets are on the move; down fall the shutters 
of windows located on all known poet-paths; the residents of the 
city crouch in hibernatory huddles, clutching tomes of 
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calming prose and soothing their children in squishy successions 
of kissed cheeks. Beyond the Boardinghouse, past the 
Hauptman, we run: mooncalf bards by the dozens stomping 
down the avenues in sodden loafers, ghoulishly teetering and 
cooing in our frenzied pursuit of the authentic. Shaken by the 
thunder of our rumbly-footed scansion, cats slip under storm 
drains, squirrels frenzy to the highest available branches, and 
motorists who ignored the inkwell hazard signs make sharp 
evasive turns, or drop their lights and park in shadows, rolling 
down their seats discreetly and hoping for the best. 

Encounters with the poets rarely prove fatal, but the 
denizens of the Boardinghouse for Poets possess a potential 
weapons-grade level of annoyance, for the inspiration we seek 
could take any form and change any moment. Step out to your 
deck for a smoke or a glimpse of the city’s revered nighttime 
mailmen and translucent yew trees, and you might find a 
corduroyed loblolly poet declaiming dactyls to your fire hydrant. 
Nothing to fear, you might think, seeing a man built in the same 
proportions as yourself; harmless he seems until he glances at 
a button on your coat, and bolts its way in order to gaze at and 
hound the button, to smell it up-close and knead it with his 
fingers until a perfect couplet forms around it. Your attachment 
to the button we shall dismiss as so much dull convention, 
a quotidian gripe; it is the buttonness of the button we seek. 
Before this happens, you’ve likely tried your best to hose this 
poesy-spouter from your driveway, but the spectacle of your 
spraying brings incomparable drama to his metrically-minded 
company, and so the poets hydra-head around you and ruin your 
night with rhapsodizing. It’s all a terrible nuisance for the city’s 
peons of prosody to endure, a guarantor of citywide sick days, 
and the sort of melancholic despondency that, if unchecked, 
could lead one to poetry, the bottle, and, after banishment from 
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friends and family, a cot in the Boardinghouse for Poets.

On these nocturnal jaunts, we poets travel not just at the mercy 
of that capricious beast called Inspiration, but the very Muse 
herself, who could strike at any moment. This is problematic 
in a hard, mean city where the Capital “M” Muse happens to be 
a very large, very hungry, and very literal Panther. This was a 
deal the funders of the Boardinghouse for Poets made with the 
city before greenlighting the placement of the Poets (the funders 
liked the beast’s Rilke resonance, and so do we). City workers 
bred and reared the Muse for fight and fed it on steroidal
nibbles. In turn, the Muse assured the city romantically
 illustrative deaths with steady regularity, bloody spectacles of 
the perils of verse. And yet, for all the poets it kills, the Muse 
generates much poetry: one hardly needs a sestina under the belt 
to see that a fellow poet’s mauling death by panther makes for 
good, tender, poetical copy. 

Returning home, we wash ourselves in the building’s only 
bathing unit, a clawfoot tub dubbed the H.M.S Emily Dickinson, 
a unit stretched-out and impressive like a beach landing craft, 
martial and explosive with the froth of bubble bath whenever 
a goodly sudsing is underway. Then, toweled off and scented 
in chamomile/oatmeal/hemp/lavender/rose soaps, we fuck in 
rhyme before bed.

She read me a Latin lyric     
About a syrup-swollen clit    
That shook whenever tongue touched near it 
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and cooed whenever it was licked   
                                      

In the hours between two and three in the morning, we poets 
settle to our cots as dutifully as the soldiers of any army, pass out 
to the sounds of pens scurrying in small journals, to 
fabrics rustling in and out of nocturnal yoga poses, to the 
tapping flinty sound of the human spirit affirming itself in a 
darkening world one clipped toenail and trimmed nose-hair at a 
time. Tonight may bring hunger pangs and tears shed in 
memory of Panther-slain comrades. But tomorrow the sun will 
rise over the Boardinghouse for Poets, bagels will warm and the 
nebulous lattes froth in the Hauptman Hotel and Suites, and 
stanzas shall stagger up from the minds and throats of eighty-
three poets. until we build walls of thought and breath strong 
enough to shelter our recovered treasures, and tall enough to 
hold sentinels like ourselves as we fill our wordy quivers, and 
stand at the ramparts and face the world. 
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Michael Levan

HG Pieces

Test

He shouldn’t be embarrassed, but he is / buying his first 
pregnancy test. He has had no reason to before, / and
though his wife stands beside him at the check-out, / he
averts his eyes as it slides / over the scanner, beeps, flashes in
solid, black letters / Home Preg Test $12.99. He wonders
if he’s judged more now / than when he used to buy a box
of condoms, alone, / flicking his credit card through the
reader and thinking if the cashie r who is not heavy enough
to be curvy, / not skinny enough to have men seek her line,/ 
wondered why he needed to buy protection. 
Because he’s always been too hard on himself, / too fixated 
on what others must be thinking to live / his own life. But 
no: that’s how a boy thinks, / not a man, a husband, a may
be-soon-to-be-father, / so he works his eyes back to the 
cashier’s until she looks away / to grab the receipt, a small 
victory in this small moment before. / 

                                They are silent 
on the drive, white plastic bag at her feet obscuring / what
they’re still too scared to say out loud. / He turns on the 
radio, taps along to the CD he made as their wedding 
favor / only two months ago, and winds / the long way 
home / he doesn’t know yet, but why not investigate now, 
/ why not take this small adventure, / just the two of them? /
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He waits in the living 
room for her / while she waits in the bathroom for  
a him or her, / or a no one. She opens / the door, pauses, and 
asks, / What do you want it to say? / It’s not like a movie for 
him / where the moment slows enough to think of all the ways to 
respond, / to examine all the cues she’s giving, but it’s not 
/ not like one either, his life, his marriage / diverging down 
two paths based on the answer. / He says, Yes. I want it to 

be yes, which is the truth. He’s suffered / too many lonely 
college nights thinking how alone / he’d be, how much he 
had to give / a woman and, maybe, a family of his own to 
say anything else. / 

She hands him the test, the stick / ticking two blue 
crosses, clear and loud. / I think I knew already. It’s why I 

had those glasses of wine with the ladies last night, she 
says, / school-girl guilt blushing her words. They’ll be 

my last for a while. / He is happy; she is happy. They kiss 
and say, I love you. / He holds her tight against him, her belly 
full / of possibility, of love, of everything / they’ve each 
waited for. 

Status Quo

For the next few days, he eyes her in the living room, the
kitchen, / as she heads out to the car in early autumn’s
heat. / He looks for change in the way she walks, / what
and how much she eats, / whether everything she says will
turn to the future tense: / I will make my doctor’s 

appointment, we will be sending our child / to Catholic schools, 
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you will have to do the heavy lifting / when we move to a 

bigger house. / 

He sees nothing but that she is the same woman / he’s 
loved for years. He finds fault in this / vision. He should see her 
new. He should feel / a deeper love he cannot name or 
completely understand. He should / know that 
when her chest doesn’t rise as she sleeps, / it’s only 
a trick of perspective. But why / has it all remained 

the same, he wonders, / when all I’ve imagined is change?

Emesis

To hurl, to upchuck, to spew, to toss / one’s cookies. To 
worship the porcelain god. To lose one’s lunch. / To make 
modern art in the toilet, to have / a Technicolor yawn. To 
barf, ralph, or yak. / To heave, to hork, to earp. To eat / 
backwards or liquid scream. To paint the town red… and green 
and orange and pink. To greet / one’s guts or revisit breakfast. 
To upchuck or to have to say, / That tasted better going down 

than coming back up. To make the janitor / bring out the ol’ 
sawdust bucket. The involuntary and forceful expulsion of the 

contents of one’s stomach through the mouth and sometimes the 

nose.  /

He thinks to use this list to cheer his wife / who has not 
stopped rushing to the bathroom all day, / morning far past 
gone now. He thinks / that this might not be the best choice, 
she already resigned / from ever eating bowtie pasta with 
asparagus and cayenne-toasted pistachios, a dish they shared / 
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from one of their first dates until today. / He knocks on the 
door, which she refuses to open out of embarrassment or 
hygiene, / both or maybe neither. He cannot tell / if he should be 
worried. Growing up, / she was known to work herself into 
vomiting / Christmas morning, her brothers 
overexciting her / with hints that maybe this year, 
a pony was tied out back, / a joke they tortured her with 
for years / while the whole family waited / for her to 
collect herself, to brush her teeth, / to make herself decent again. /

        
 He 

convinces her to open / to him and sees beads on her 
forehead, her body trembling. / Has there been any break 

/ today? Have you kept anything down? She shakes / her 
head, the slight shift making her retch again. He peers over 
her shoulder, / any remnant of food long since gone, / green 
bile drifting in the bowl before she hits the lever. / This isn’t 

right, she whispers. Something’s not okay with us, she spits into 
the sink.

Ondansetron: Oral

He dials the pharmacy for the third time, / and finally, they do 
not deny him: her prescription, / her relief, her 
answered-prayer is ready. / 

        
He curses each

red light, each slow-footed driver, every damn / bike-riding 
family taking advantage of their given right- / of-way on the 
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five minute drive to Walgreen’s, / one that sits on a hill 
opposite their hospital. / Parked, he lets his anger, his 
anxiety fade as best he can / before heading in, this place 
some small haven to those who suffer. / He considers he 
is being unreasonable, silly even, / to think so loftily, but 
why shouldn’t he believe / in such saviored possibilities? 
Every time medicine / has been called in, it’s worked. This is 
the natural order: / 

               One, a person goes to the doctor. / Two, the 
doctor checks the person’s symptoms, / a treatment 
revealing itself. Three, the doctor writes the script. / Four, 
the patient or caregiver waits in line / at the counter, Muzak 
renditions of mid-70’s rock lilting down from the speakers / as 
insurance information is fed into a database and money is paid. 
/ Five, the medication is stapled shut in a white paper bag. / Six, 
the drug is brought home for the patient or taken in the car, / 
melted ice watering down McDonald’s Coke that will carry / 
the pill home. /

     This is what he’s used 
to, the certainty of an eight milligram antidote / as she 
twists white cap from transparent-orange bottle, checks 
the label, and reads, / TAKE 1 TABLET BY MOUTH EVERY 

EIGHT HOURS AS NEEDED FOR NAUSEA. / Three pills 
each day to end her / suffering. He watches her take one and a 
thimbleful of water. / He hopes / as doubt begins to creep up 
his throat.
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ER #1

This is what the first emergency is like: / crying for so long, so 
hard, she has / gone hoarse. He cannot make out / what 
she mouths, so he guesses: Do you want more water? An

other pill? Can I fluff / your pillow, or do I need to clean / 

around the toilet? Do you want to change / places with me? (I 

would, if I could. You know that, right?) / Do you need to brush y

our teeth? Would you like / to take a shower? Should I call Dr. E? / 

         Finally right, he calls to explain / her symptoms, her 
lack / of improvement. She’ll need to come in, the doctor 
says. / Bring her here, she demands. / 

         He moves the car as close to their house’s front steps 
as he can, / dragging rubber and metal against the cracked 
curb, / a foot farther even too much for her now / as she 
slumps into a question / mark because she hasn’t energy 
enough to hold / herself up. He guides her into the seat and 
buckles / her in. They are off, /

           but not too quickly because speed is
trying / for her stomach, and not too slowly, 
either, / because when he misses a green light, she
whispers, / Please hurry. God, please. She holds on / to 
this like the simple prayer / it is, like the whole world / 
depends on her repeating four words, or nothing / will be 
saved. /

     He parks again, far too 
closely again, / and guides her through the ER’s sliding doors 
to a couch / in the check-in area. He pleads for help, / instead 
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is asked for his insurance card, her date of birth and doctor, 
/ her SS# (which he must ask her for; he has not committed 
her / number to memory yet). He looks over his shoulder / at 
her, curled now into a ball, and pleads again. / But his wife must 
be processed into the system, she must / have a barcoded wrist
band printed, a bed / must be made ready, an orderly called / to 
wheel her to her room, / her orders must be forwarded to the 
correct floor, the correct nurse’s station, / and then
double-checked, /

  and suddenly, he knows what it is to feel / 
helpless.
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saraH blaKe 

Mountains

The trees looked like fog
                                             rolling down the mountains
and if we lose them to the sky, to  
                                                          sky-like, 
I think that’d be
                             the end to us what with all
the water of the Earth already blue, 
                                                              blue, blue. Or
that’s how the water looks
                                              driving through mountains
along the Susquehanna. 

For no reason, I think, Russia
                                                      can’t look like this.
Giant octopus that it is,
                                            upon the map, deciding to 
move, throwing out its arms and
                                                          the dirt 
moving into a cloud 
                                    beneath the belly, so near 
the mouth it must have hidden.
                                                        I think of 
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the Russian spam I’ve been getting.

I arrived only a week, very much want to see you!

We were talking on the forum, remember me? I am Maria from 

Russia!

I want you now, tell me reciprocate and get me!

We were talking on the forum, remember me? I am Maria from 

Russia! 

Even if the women were fleeing,
                                                       Russia 
would not be at fault,
                                   not its rivers, not its mountains.
I know it’s beautiful. I know it’s leaving
                                                                    us like
the beautiful things before it.
                                                   I’ve been caught
telling another lie that ties us together,
                                                                    caught
looking at two things, saying they’re the very same.
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Mary rogers

L’Assunzione

My Fingers TWiTCHeD. 
The desire to grip a pencil came so that I didn’t think, didn’t 

realize I wanted a pencil until that electric jolt. My brain just 
knew in that way it knew how to breathe or blink or keep my 
heart beating that the moment required a pencil. 

What caught my eye was her backpack. The little girl shied 
into the folds of her mother’s shirt—it flowed, like the chiffon 
curtains against the dark window frames in Nonna’s living 
room. The movement exposed the bright red bag that reminded 
me of the one my father gave me for my fifth birthday, the one 
he handed to me before we left to join Nonna at church for la 
festa dell’Assunta. There were pencils inside—every shape, size 
and color of the rainbow. I wanted to pull them out and color 
right away, but the procession for the Blessed Virgin came first 
each sweltering mid-August day that marked my birth. 

It was my father who first taught me to draw. I don’t 
remember the day, exactly, but according to Nonna it was 
raining. I was young, no more than a toddler, and impossible. 
That day, I could not be consoled by any of the conventional 
means. I held my breath, let my face go red and purple, then 
pierced the air with a shriek that could split the glass of Nonna’s 
treasured statuettes on the mantle. Exasperated, she ordered my 
father to entertain me. It was difficult to wrap my fingers around 
the pencil. His hand enclosed mine, swallowed it, and steadied 
my grip. Rain pelted the windows, its drumbeat the background 
music as my father guided my first strokes across the page. 
Together, we drew for hours—stick figures, shapes, and even 
some letters. 
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The little girl stared. She couldn’t have been more than 
six, herself—shielded on either side by her mother and father. 
They led the girl over to the line at the main desk to purchase 
admission and a headset. The girl shadowed close to the couple 
and peered at the unfashionable walking sneakers worn by an 
American woman who strode toward my corner of the lobby. 

“You’ve spelled ‘favorite’ wrong here,” she said, and pointed 
to a paragraph in the museum guide. 

“It’s British.” 
She pawed through the booklet. “Where’s the ‘Mona Lisa’?”
“In Paris.”  
The woman glared and walked away. I did not offer her a 

headset. 
The trio still stood near the main desk, where my cousin—

the formidable, sloe-eyed Paula—raced through her native Italian 
to instruct them about the audio tour. The woman took both 
sets and clipped the first box to the man’s waistband. She smiled 
and slid the headphones over his ears before touching her lips to 
his. His palm rested on the sunny-haired child between them. 

I patted my hips, reached into the pockets of my pants. Alas, 
empty. No pencil. Not even a pitiful stub of lead and rubber, a 
shadow of its former self. 

I had packed several pencils in my bag—carefully, because 
broken points are useless. That frustrating snap of the lead 
as it presses against the paper? The point cracks just where it 
meets the wood—sometimes it isn’t strong enough, or maybe 
sometimes it needs to be re-sharpened, or maybe sometimes it’s 
just one of those faulty pencils that’s never meant to work. In 
any case, it’s broken and the magic that I wanted to commit to 
paper—poof, gone, no more. 

The door opened. A young man with a pilgrim’s staff walked 
inside. He wore faded jeans and a navy cotton shirt. His skin was 
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as dark as the olives my zia kept in a bowl on her kitchen table. 
Paula raised her eyebrow. “The monastery is up the hill.” 

He wiped his hair—the sun was ruthless in the summer, and 
sweat dripped from his hair down to his eyes. “I’d like a tour,” he 
said.

I gathered a headset and a guide. “It’s not free.” 
“I have some money,” he said. “But not enough for that.”
Paula’s head tilted to one side and studied the two of us in 

a shrewd gesture that I recognized. Her eyes, lined with her 
favored kohl pencil, threatened me. “Show him around,” she 
said, and tapped her manicured nails against the glass counter. 

He handed me a crumpled five-euro bill. “Exact change,” I 
said. “I’m impressed.” 

“It’s not my first day in Italy,” he said. 
I led him through the archway into the first set of Roman 

galleries whose focal point was a marble bust.  He pointed to 
it. “Who is this?” 

“Claudius.”
“What was he like?”
“An emperor.”
He shook his head. Now that he was in the air-conditioned 

museum, the sweat cooled on his forehead. “No, what was he 
like?” 

The eyes in the severed head looked past us to a spot on 
the wall. I tried to remember what Paula told visitors about 
this particular Roman. An unlikely ruler, she said. A good one, 
generally. But his heart betrayed him. Married four times. He 
divorced twice, killed one, and in the end was murdered by the 
last, Agrippina, so that her son, Nero could take the throne. 

“He had some family issues,” I said. 
He leaned against the staff that he held. “Don’t we all.” 
We dipped into another room. In a portrait on the wall, a 
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long-dead king stared at the empty space above my head. The 
canvas spanned nearly floor to ceiling in this dining room.

“I’m Terry,” he said, and held out his hand. 
“Zoe.”
Windows lined one side of the room and illuminated the 

frescoes. Terry’s eyes drifted upward to where a chandelier 
suspended from the ceiling. Its multifaceted crystals shimmered 
in the light. Blinded by the bright rays, I shielded my eyes and 
walked toward the windows. Under the blazing sun sat gardens, 
beautiful grounds stretching for what could have been miles. A 
staircase led down from a huge patio just outside into a splendid 
maze of colors. 

“Now, that’s something that I came to see,” he said. 
He walked through the open doorway into the sunlight. Its 

rays scorched my skin and the open air disoriented me after so 
many hours confined indoors. Terry ignored other visitors—
those who strolled the grounds closest to the house—and 
wandered further away, down the marble stairs as though he 
entered a church. 

“It’s just a garden,” I said. 
“No it isn’t.”
Tempting colors and scents bombarded our senses. Lemon 

trees melted into one another, an infinite stretch of muted 
brown and green. Tall flowers with bright red blooms spilled 
over onto the cobblestones. Red was my father’s favorite—the 
color of his car, his shirts. He bought me a red dress once, a 
glorious poppy-colored vestment on a perfect summer day 
filled with sun and no clouds. I sat on the patio with my tongue 
wedged between my teeth and struggled to make shapes. The 
dress dangled from a wire-frame hanger in his hand. Plastic 
daisy buttons sprouted up the front bodice. My father tugged 
it over my coveralls. He winked at Nonna while I caressed the 
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cotton. “For my best girl,” he said.
Terry led us through the garden, but I recognized the route. 

“Have you been here before?” 
“No.”
He stopped at a plaza whose center was dominated by a 

fountain, where creatures were immortalized into its bowl and 
spout. 

“My parents married here,” I told him. 
“You’re not from here, though,” he said. 
“Neither are you.”
He grinned, a simple gesture that loosened his stern features. 

“My mother is from Ireland,” he said. “My father is South 
African. I went to school in London—for a bit anyway.”

 “Your accent could pass for American.” 
“I don’t like being easily identified,” he said. “Now, what is an 

American girl with Italian eyes doing at this museum?”
 “I’ve spent every summer here since I was six. It’s my second 

home.” 
“With your parents?”
“They’re dead.” 
 A heart attack killed Mother when I was an infant. It was 

very tragic, Nonna said. It broke my father’s heart, though he did 
his best to disguise it from Nonna—and from me. This town was 
my father’s home. He planned to take me to Assisi the summer 
that he died. He was supposed show me the fountain, this 
fountain, where I stood with Terry now. 

Instead, I came with Nonna after his funeral. I shadowed 
Paula around the museum for a month and listened to her 
enunciate history lessons to travelers. Nonna and my zia hauled 
me to the basilica each morning to pray for my father’s soul. My 
father’s father, a solemn Italian who was called Signore Benedetti 
by everyone, even me, did not go to church. He sat with me 
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in the garden while I drew pictures and talked about when my 
father would return. I didn’t understand as I do now the pain I 
must have caused him. 

I often sat and watched the pilgrims make their way by foot 
or by bus to the Basilica San Francisco at the top of the hill. They 
came to visit the shrine and leave their intentions within the 
stone walls of the church before they left to resume their journey 
elsewhere. Each summer since that first one, I have romped 
around the Umbrian hillsides with my cousins. I still wondered 
if the stark sunsets captivated him as much as they did me. Each 
year on my birthday I processed with Paula, my zia, locals and 
visitors in a pious vanguard that escorted a statue of the Blessed 
Virgin throughout the village. 

Paula was my sister as much as anyone ever could be: she’d 
orchestrated my first kiss with a boy from the village whose eyes 
made me sigh; later, she comforted me when he made me cry. 
My zia, my father’s sister, treated me as though I were her own 
daughter. She talked often about my mother, who had arrived 
in Assisi and captivated my father with her beauty and intensity. 
“And her brains,” she said, always.  

I looked like my mother, or so everyone said. My hair 
reached down my back and was as dark as my eyes, like hers. 
The only thing that resembled my father were my hands, but I 
couldn’t paint like he did. I etched scenes from the hills with my 
charcoal and pens and gave them to zia and Nonna and, when he 
was alive, Signore.

Except for that first summer, Nonna did not travel. I do not 
know why she refused to come to Italy again, but each summer 
she made sure to buy me a round-trip ticket. My return to 
the house that had been my home since my father’s death was 
planned for the following week.  

“There will be a festival tomorrow,” I said. 
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Terry’s pronunciation was exquisite: “L’Assunzione.” 
 “Will you stay for it?”
“I haven’t decided.”
“It’s important.”
“I know all about the Assumption. My mother almost 

became a nun.”
“Almost?”
“My father likes to say that he interceded with God.” 
“That’s—”
“Blasphemous. My mother always says so, too.”
“You love them.” 
Terry looked at the marble. “I miss them. But I needed to 

leave.”
“To go where?”
“In the long term—no idea,” he said. “Tomorrow, 

Porziuncola.”
A hamlet, a stone’s throw from Assisi and home to the small 

chapel, Santa Maria degli Angeli. 
“It’s a special place,” I said. “You know its story?” 
“You could tell me.”
Assisi was so well known to pilgrims and tourists alike—it 

captured something in every person I saw walk through the 
old village, up the hills, into the church. San Francesco was 
our sacred celebrity—I remembered how my grandfather, my 
mother’s father, told me his story so many years ago. He told me 
about a little boy with more money than sense. That is, until he 
went off on a journey and changed.

I didn’t want to share that story or that moment of a six-
year-old girl who stood on a bench and absorbed the hills and 
grieved. 

Instead, I asked him another question: “Why are you in 
Italy?”
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Terry didn’t answer. I studied his backpack and shoes. The 
soles looked worn, as though he’d already done much walking. I 
thought he might be older than me, but only by a few years—late 
twenties. He intrigued me. I wondered if he had a girlfriend, 
then almost laughed at myself. 

“I’m not sure.” 
“You’re not sure why you’re here?” I said. “Were you 

kidnapped?”
 “No,” he said. “I made that decision.”
“Then…”
“Haven’t you ever felt discontent? I don’t know,” Terry 

rubbed his face. “As though there should be something more…”
“…than what you’re doing?” I asked. “Like you need to create 

your own adventure, not just wake up?”
“On autopilot,” said Terry. “Exactly. I want to—to see, to 

learn, to find out about things, not just read about them.” 
“You’re on a pilgrimage,” I said. “It’s a tough journey to make 

by yourself.” 
Terry flipped a coin into the fountain. “Maybe.” 
I watched him and wished, once more, for a pencil. He was 

tall, more so than he’d first appeared in the museum lobby. Out 
in the garden, he seemed content. I wondered at the certainty of 
his stance. 

 
It was dusk. Paula would have already shut down the computers 
and locked up. 

I walked Terry out of a door in the garden wall that was 
covered in vines. He took my hand. We made our way up the 
hill toward the basilica. The vast stone sanctuary stood guard 
against the sky’s dark hues. A Gypsy woman melted out of the 
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shadows and hobbled toward us. 
“Basta, signora,” I said. 
Her tired eyes stared at us. A child’s head appeared from 

behind the woman’s filthy skirts. Terry reached into his pocket 
and held out some coins. The woman snatched them and 
retreated into the dark. 

I led him to the stone wall, where we adjusted ourselves so 
that we could face each other and watch the stars appear. 

He spoke: “Come with me in the morning, to Porziuncola.” 
He lowered his voice as he spoke, as though he would 

disrupt the subtle canvas before us.
My eyes followed the line of his knuckle to his arm. I’d 

noticed his shape before, but it seemed so large up close. The 
sinew, the form, the physique weren’t perfect, but my blood 
pulsed. I traced the hairs on his forearm with my thumb. 

His fingers stroked my lips and pressed his flesh against 
mine. He leaned forward and cradled my face with his hand, 
from beneath my chin to the nape of my neck. His breath blew 
into my ear. 

“Maybe,” I said. 
I wondered how his lips would taste—warm, smooth, salty, 

wet, sweet. The light blue of his eyes swallowed up his face. 
“Why did you do that?” I asked. “Give the Gypsy money, I 

mean.”
 “I told you that I don’t like to be easily identified,” he said. “I 

practice the same.” 
“Terry, she’s a Gypsy, she—”
He placed his hand on my mouth. “What do you see when 

you look at me?”
“A person.”
“That makes you better than most people. I don’t like to be 

typecast.”
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“You’re clearly a pilgrim.”
“To you, maybe.” 
He told me a story then, one that made me sad. 
In Rome, he got lost—so horribly lost, as is so easy to do 

when the cobblestones and the changing light and the food 
lingers in the air from the trattorias. When the light was gone 
and the streets were all different, and the signs perched high up 
on the buildings were useless since he didn’t know how to get to 
where he wanted to go—he was harassed by a group of ragazzi 
who didn’t think he understood them. 

He did.
I didn’t want to speak after he finished, so we watched each 

other, Terry and I, suspended in the spell of the Umbrian dusk. 
 

Mounted on the wall in Nonna’s living room is a painting, 
undated, of my father’s. 

A fountain sits center stage. 
Water catches light. Cool marble beckons. 
Nonna prays each time she walks past it.  
When I was a child, there was a statue made of clay that 

rested on the bannister at the foot of the stairs. It was a nude, 
though it would be years before I learned the proper word for 
the naked man. He folded his torso toward his knee and laid his 
forehead against his right hand, propped up by an elbow on his 
thigh. 

“He is weak,” said my father. 
Nonna did not like the clay man, but he fascinated me. 

He was unfinished, and so great globs would be tacked to the 
woodwork. I picked at the red matter, but it was strong and 
stuck fast. Only my father’s special tools could uproot it. I 
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watched him some nights, when he thought that I was asleep—
the single light that hung above that section of the stairs would 
illuminate the man like a halo. My father chiseled out a space for 
his eyes, his elbows, his knees and his feet. 

I wanted to name him, but my father died before we chose 
one. 

I would have called him Francesco.
Each year on my birthday, I went to the fountain and sat on 

the cool marble surface. I studied the glint of coins: thousands 
and thousands of drowned wishes preserved on the floor. I 
wondered at the wishes, at the chief desire in other people’s 
hearts. 

That was where Paula found me. 
I came with a pencil. My hand wouldn’t move on the page, 

so I dropped each finger into the cool water. 
She sat down next to me. I twirled my hand through the 

water, created indefinite shapes, and enjoyed the swish of my 
wrist as the ripples disappeared. 

“This is a hard day for you.” 
I pulled a branch from a shrub.
“Zoe.”
The green flesh poked out of the stick. 
“You don’t speak of it. Not ever, Zoe,” she said. “It’s not your 

fault.”
I didn’t protest when she led me through the garden paths 

to the door I’d taken Terry through the night before. It opened 
up into a shady alley, sheltered by old buildings whose trellises 
celebrated the feast day. We traced the wall to the piazza in the 
center of town, where women in veils carried flowers and men 
grouped together. Everyone headed toward the old village. 
The Blessed Virgin bobbed above the crowd and ascended 
the hill, poised on the platform that had carried her for time 
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immemorial. I lifted my voice and joined in with the masses, 
because I didn’t know what else to do except to pray. 

My father’s body lay face down in the tub, pills scattered and a 
bottle overturned on the slippery floor. Water gurgled from the 
faucet as it poured over the sides to shroud his body. I tugged 
one of the daisies that buttoned up my dress. The phone I held in 
my hand buzzed with noise from the other line. Nonna wanted 
to speak to Dad. His arm dangled over the porcelain rim. Its 
reflection mingled with the caulk-lined tiles on the floor.

I wore the coveralls when I chased the ambulance down the 
street. Its red doors acted as a beacon while confused neighbors 
stood on their porches. My small stride could not reach the 
vehicle and my wails entwined with that of the siren, a single 
shriek that pierced the air. As I knelt on the corner and watched 
it disappear, the pencil I clutched in my other hand snapped. 

“Babbo.”
 

I looked out the window toward the gardens. 
Several days had passed since the anniversary of my father’s 

death, and I would leave soon for America. I did not want to. 
I never did, but this year was different: I did not want to stay, 
either. 

“Paula,” I said.  “Remember when we went to Rome?”
“Porco dio, little sister, do not remind me,” she said. “We 

promised never to speak of it.” 
“I know, I know,” I said. “It’s just—”
In her historian’s voice: “Remember Claudius. He was never 
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expected to be successful as an emperor, and look at all he did—
developed infrastructure, defeated enemies.”

“He was killed by his own wife.”
Paula went to her desk and pulled out a large, bulky item: 

my backpack. When she handed it to me, I stumbled at the 
weight. Inside, there were clothes, a water bottle, a roll of bills, 
my sketchpad, and the pencils. “A minor detail,” she said, then 
laid her hand just beneath my chin. “You must trust again, Zoe.” 

Some tourists stood at the desk and waited politely. We 
spoke in Italian then. She ran her hand through my hair. “You 
are the image of your mother. She was very beautiful, too.” 

I looked at her, unsure.
“Better get going, little sister.”
I didn’t think, just gripped the handle of the door and pushed 

so that I was out on the street, with the crowds of people and 
tourists who lingered after the festival. As I walked down the 
hill, I spied something golden—I turned my head, thinking to see 
the little yellow-haired girl with the red backpack, but she was 
no longer there. 

The train station at Assisi is a low, wooden building with a 
café and small shop where travelers can buy newspapers and 
treats. People mingle on the platform or inside, but it’s tucked 
in between the old and new towns in such a way that you can 
enjoy the view of the hills in between the two. I joined the 
other travelers on the platform and tingled at the anonymity of 
standing alone. 

On the corner furthest from where the passengers waited 
stood the Gypsy woman. She clutched fir branches in one hand 
as the other beckoned for change. 
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People emerged from the shop as we heard the train 
approach. The engine let out a great roar as it churned to a stop 
and passengers disembarked. Just before I was about to step up 
into the car, I unzipped my backpack, pulled out my sketchpad, 
and ripped off the top sheet of paper. I sprinted across the 
platform and handed it to the woman. It was a drawing I’d done 
of the little girl who’d tucked herself into her skirt. I thought it 
nothing special—just a token. She held the paper as though it 
were glass. 
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riKKa WoMMaCK

Rest Stop

i sTep ouT oF THe FluoresCenT ligHTs baCK inTo THe aFTernoon. a 
man (ball cap, wrinkles, jeans) in the parking lot turns toward 
me. We’re at an empty crossroads in western Montana, and 
everything’s silent outside the hum of the gas station. The man’s 
right hand has wings. He sees me looking at them and lifts his 
arm to show me.

“Caught this guy in mid-air,” he says. He mimes a slow 
swoop with his wingless hand. “Just like that.”

One wing extends from next to his pinkie, one from next to 
his thumb. Symmetrical, brown, both starch-stiff and soft-look-
ing, not big enough to fold around his fingers. He turns his 
winged fist back and forth, and the wings move with him as if 
they’d never known otherwise. We bow our heads together and 
admire.

Then the man opens his hand, and for some reason I’m 
surprised to see the bird. It flies off as naturally as from the 
branch of a tree, or its own nest.

“Just like that,” he says.
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Summer Ellison

The Magician

1. 
In his free time, the magician bends a spoon
with his mind and hangs it from the ceiling.
He lines the sink with coins and watches them float
above the drain. He eats peaches, removing the pits 
without breaking the skin. 

2.
The magician’s box is in the middle of the earth. 
It holds a language: of ticking clocks,
puppets pounding walls. Restless, 
the box moves one mile to the left. 

3.
Magic is choreography. Pick a card.
Black. No red. Check your pocket.

4. 
As a kid his father tied his hands
behind his back and held his feet
to sky, waited for the devil to drop
out. As a kid, he found a bike 
in the dumpster, rode it without wheels. 

5.
At fifteen he learned to hold fire
in his mouth. At sixteen developed a stutter. 
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6.
The magician thinks life is easier in the shadow of the wall. 
His mind is a sinking canoe. He draws sidewalk chalk
pictures without hands. He swears
at his drawing. 

7.
In the end, the audience wants to be amazed.
To cut his girl in two. The magician blows
a bubble. The people cheer and laugh.
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abbie laHMers

Body Shedding

one THing THey neVer TaugHT us aT broWn Was THaT iF MeD 
school didn’t work out, there were still plenty of schools and 
hospitals that would rent our bodies. Artists too, were always on 
the market for bodies. When I was young and naïve and met my 
cadaver for the first time, I understood: the way my body was 
still ripe said nothing for the heaviness of his ankles, the weight 
of his departure. We’re given one body in this life, one 
exhaustible, material possession, whose only worth is to be used, 
to be spent by whatever means. That was the way to be free; 
forget about degrees, licenses, and saving lives. Forget about 
bold-faced perfection.

My cadaver was lonely in life—I saw it in his hands. 
Callused from years of manual labor that withered away his 
mind, siphoning all his physical resources into wages. I couldn’t 
stop browsing the tables of cadavers, running my fingertips over 
their brows and thinking, what were you before you became 
just flesh? When I still lived in Providence, I saw my future 
self as a fit, lively physician—a woman with dignity who took 
three meals a day—Greek yogurt for breakfast, a salad with a 
light vinaigrette for lunch and a protein-enriched dinner of lean 
meat and vegetables—who slept eight hours, and ran early in the 
morning with the sun cycling on its suspended track 
stringing me along. But med school at least succeeded in
teaching me that this was impossible—there was no time in a 
single life for perfection. 

In Providence, the weather was in my bones, making joints 
creak with warning of a winter cell. In Arizona, where I slipped 
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away to after erasing myself, the weather balled up inside my 
organs, the heat pumping sweat out of my pores, radiating from 
me.

“You present a challenge to the ways they think about 
human anatomy,” Lupita, the adjunct who hired me in Arizona 
said. Her drawing students liked my body for the tortoise-shaped 
birthmark that extended across my left shoulder and curved over 
my back and the abnormal distance between my eyes. Lupita was 
slender, symmetrical, the perfect opposite of me—an ideal form 
for fashion magazines, perfect posture and fluidity, although a 
bit plain. Her face followed all the portraiture rules, line for line 
from the Hogarth book her students canonized.

“Really?” I told her, “I guess you would make a perfect model 
for beginners.”

She pursed her lips and turned away, like I had said 
something inappropriate. I realized the artist was never to be 
scrutinized for her appearance, only for the bodies she recreated. 
But I wasn’t a pupil; I was the object they were studying. I could 
say what I wanted.

 But after class a few days later, she led me inside her office 
to take me through her genetic history, giving me a tour of her 
own facial construction with shallow flourishes, grazing each 
feature of her face with the backs of her fingers. Then she
pointed at photographs of relatives. “My brow, my jawline—
there and there, an errant philtrum, the cleft chin, not mine. 
Everyone knows that the eyes are sacred, but it’s the entire face 
that holds them. Obscuring or altering any part too much will 
bar you from the afterlife. God will not be able to recognize 
you.”
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The thing about Lupita was that she had a face that tended 
to disappear. When you looked at her for too long, things began 
to shift and warp, soften and blur. The light shining through her 
window hollowed her cheekbones and washed out her skin. 

 
Lupita became elevated in the decrepit desert shack we started 
renting that summer. When the Kenmore window AC conked 
out for silent durations of the day, we began to practice sitting 
absolutely still in order to absorb the moments. Her sweat-
tinged brow, damp and papery in the dark, glistened when she 
faced the window, absorbing the streaks of sunlight dispelled 
freely here. The sun was so stingy back in Providence. She faded 
in and out of sleep, fasting dutifully for her $500 drug trial.

I had just gotten back from a phase one clinical trial in 
Tucson where they had given me an endoscopy and $900, and I 
was already scouring the papers for more opportunities. “I knew 
you would become addicted to the attention over time,” Lupita 
murmured in the corner, tracing a finger along the windowsill.

“Quiet now, you’ll ruin it.” 
We had become superstitious, Lupita and I. If we didn’t

honor the house’s wishes when the air conditioner issued its 
vows of silence, we feared it would never come on again. There 
were no new ads, but I could sell more plasma again soon. 

Lupita had introduced me to the lifestyle. 
When she wasn’t teaching art at the community college, she 

was finding corporations and medical schools to buy little bits 
of her. Blood, time, stamina—the unimportant bits. I had never 
conducted any clinical trials in med school, but I loved to smile 
at the doctors as they took my healthy blood, stuck it in tiny vials 
and strutted off in their lab coats. I touched their arms as much 
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as I could, brushed against their shoulders, trying to be close to 
the thing I had broken out of. Trying to remind them they were 
one mental breakdown away from becoming a guinea pig like 
me.

“It’s not about the attention,” I said, too softly for her to 
hear, or maybe she did, but she let me keep it a secret to myself.

Lupita’s votive candles made the adobe shack feel like a shrine. 
Sometimes she would kneel beside them, and her slumped 
shoulders made it look like heat stroke or exhaustion, but this is 
what spirituality looks like, she said. She had the exact number 
of candles to equal her height if they were stacked one on top 
of the other. “This is how we measure up to the saints,” she told 
me, the light of St. Jude, Patron of Desperate Causes glowing on 
her skin. The tiny fires spotting the room made the place feel 
like a sauna, and I realized I wanted to find religion too, because 
where there was religion, there was sweat, at least the way 
Lupita did it. And where there was sweat, there was more of my 
body being shed.

The drug trials made us lethargic. I wondered when Lupita 
would go back to teaching at the community college, and 
perhaps I would go back to modeling for her students. I 
wanted to pose for a lesson on the abstract, to see how I would 
look minced in cubes or blurred into oblivion. I thought these 
would be more accurate representations. I needed to be drawn to 
discover who I had become, but I didn’t know how to ask Lupita. 
I once asked her if she had ever drawn cadavers or corpses, and 
she shivered in her dripping skin. “Draw what? There would be 
nothing there to draw. Flesh is nothing.”
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I walked when I got too anxious sitting around measuring my 
breaths against the fickle AC and trying to believe in candles 
and saints. I journeyed a mile across flat pavement to a roadside 
restaurant where you could get a milkshake for a dollar. The 
waiter behind the counter said to another patron, “My little girl 
spotted her first tarantula hawk yesterday. Almost squished him 
with her Keds.” Tarantula hawk. I remembered the entry from a 
field guide I bought at a welcome center. It was a wasp, smaller 
than a tarantula, that used the hairy carcasses—paralyzed but still 
alive—as nests for their eggs. Its body became a life source, stolen 
instead of sold.

On the way home, the sun blazed behind me like a gaudy 
brooch on a vast blue lapel. Such trinkets I never saw around 
here. No colonial mansions with white columns and widow’s 
walks, decorations for colorful sea towns. Arizona was struck 
with honest plainness, with wild twisting plants shooting out of 
the dirt and cacti with stiff hands spread outward.

It was as if these things were dead first, and then they 
became alive, bursting out of the dirt to celebrate their funeral. 
A backwards existence of things barely hanging on, but doing so 
in an endless way. The octopus agave doesn’t bloom until it is 
almost ready to die, and then it shoots out a brilliant yellow 
stalk: “I’m here now, but this is all,” it says. Little yellow buds 
become more agave plants. And we sprout our roots, beginning 
again in the old dust leftover from ancestors’ remains.

When we first moved in together, I was cautious. Lupita had 
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set up a mattress no thicker than a yoga mat in the living room 
where she slept with the windows open. A breeze would sidle in 
and flip hairs across her face as the cicadas serenaded her sleep. 
I knew because I watched. I opened the refrigerator during the 
night so the light would spread over her features so I could be 
the one observing, ruminating over her physicality. Judging the 
lines and contours and speculating on what she would look like 
drawn.

Back then I had given her all the paychecks I made from 
modeling in exchange for a corner of the shack and a low profile 
to hide from the collection agency. When I told her my 
quandary, constructing it to project myself as the valuable pupil 
the institution could never have, she petted my hair and said, 
“Shh, you were never meant to be a doctor. They put too much 
effort into preserving the body, like we are just canned meat. 
Fresh things must be left to spoil or they were never fresh at all.” 
I worshipped Lupita’s little sayings.

At med school, they may have taught us how to tweezer ticks 
out of skin and treat Lyme disease, but we may never have seen 
rattlesnake punctures during residency. Lupita burst out the 
front door one morning wearing a swooping red dress. It had 
been my half-hearted, sleepy idea to go looking for a snake when 
I read the ad asking for snakebite victims, and this idea 
hibernated inside Lupita during the night until she arose dead 
set on it.

And through her, the idea came to settle in me—a hand or 
foot was only flesh. Flesh was nothing. Lupita stood out like a 
glaring red blister on a tourist’s pasty heel. We hiked through 
underbrush to the snake den she read about in the paper. I think 
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she fancied herself a snake charmer. “Well, which one of us is 
going to drag the other to the hospital?” I asked as she stomped 
around the snake hole, announcing her visit. “We both go,” she 
said. Snake skins littered the dust like torn up candy wrappers.

I saw the dark circles around her eyes for the first time, her 
rough fingers—the ones like my cadaver’s. Her face had been 
growing hollow for months and I wondered if there was any 
blood left in her to sell. I wondered if her bloodlessness had 
made her fearless too. “Lupita…” I said. She wasn’t listening, too 
busy scraping at the dirt around the hole with her fingernails. 
“Lupita, are we tapped out? Is that what this is?” 

I think she thought it was a religious experience, to be 
extinguished, to dance in her bright red frock around the mirage 
of death. She stuck her ear to the ground and closed her eyes. “I 
hear them…”
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